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By Rebecca Rowell

Lerner Publishing Group, United States, 2015. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 224 x 165 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book. Trying to breeze through weather and climate facts just
might cause a brain freeze! You re showered with details about extreme temperatures (Earth s
record high is 134 F and record low is -129 F), crazy heights (our atmosphere extends 6,200 miles
above Earth), and even huger mysteries (how predictions in weather and climate work). How can
all these big numbers and concepts make more sense? Infographics! The charts, maps, and
illustrations in this book tell a visual story to help you better understand key concepts about
weather and climate. Crack open this book to explore mind-boggling questions such as: How do
cold and warm fronts change weather? How can cities at similar latitudes have significantly
different climates? How do ocean currents help create winds, temperature changes, and storms?
The answers are sure to blow you away!.
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A fresh e-book with a brand new point of view. It really is packed with knowledge and wisdom Its been designed in an exceedingly simple way and is
particularly simply following i finished reading this publication through which actually modified me, alter the way i really believe.
-- B er nha r d Russel-- B er nha r d Russel

This is basically the best ebook we have study right up until now. it absolutely was writtern very properly and useful. You may like how the blogger write this
ebook.
-- Cecil Zem la k DV M-- Cecil Zem la k DV M
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